AnaGlobe Technology Included in TSMC Custom Design
Reference Flow and RF Reference Design Kit
HSIN CHU, Taiwan Oct. 5, 2012 – AnaGlobe Technology, Inc.
announced that TSMC has included the GOLF customized layout
design platform and Thunder layout integration tool in TSMC’s Custom
Design Reference Flow. AnaGlobe provides the solutions of density
variation analysis and design for the Flow. In addition, AnaGlobe
provides the RF PCell design environment with GOLF PCell Designer for
TSMC’s RF Reference Design Kit (RF RDK) 4.0.
Density variations will degrade sensitive analog circuit performance
and cause mismatch between simulation and silicon, especially in
HKMG processes. Traditional dummy-fill algorithms try to satisfy
density upper and lower bounds but without considering analog device
matching and users need to create symmetric dummy devices
manually. GOLF can automatically generate dummy devices
surrounding the active devices to meet process requirements in
uniform density as well as for user designs in device matching.
The edge effect analysis of sensitive devices is accomplished by
Thunder's high performance layout data evaluation engine. Based on
the display and report of MOS array variations, users can modify the
selected layout areas to achieve better matching precision between
silicon data and simulation results.
The whole chip/IP density analysis is accomplished by Thunder.
It provides real time density distribution analysis and verification at
the whole chip level to make uniform layouts in high density variation
areas by adjusting the design or dummy fill.
PCell creation for RF designs was traditionally a time consuming task
and requires solid programming skill. GOLF provides a visualized
integrated development environment (IDE) for PCell design, preview,
testing, debug, and documentation on layout directly, which helps
reduce an RF PCell development time from normally a week to less
than a day. GOLF is based on AnaGlobe's patented highly flexible and
reusable hierarchical parameterized layout generator to support direct
parameterization of OpenAccess (OA) objects in the existing layout as
well as complicated objects such as polygon text, fingers, spiral, and
runway. Layouts can be composed by geometric operations with those
OA objects, and the objects by user-defined code in
C++/TCL/PERL/PYTHON can also be easily integrated.
“AnaGlobe is pleased to participate in TSMC’s Custom Design
Reference Flow and RF RDK 4.0,” said Yi-Jen Su, President of AnaGlobe

Technology. “We always put customers' success as our top priority
mission. With the introduction of the density variation analysis and RF
parameterized layout generation, our customers can get more reliable
custom design systems on chip (SoCs).”
“Custom Design Reference Flow and RF Reference Design Kits are the
joint effort of TSMC and our ecosystem partners enabling custom and
RF designs in TSMC advanced technologies,” said Suk Lee, TSMC
Senior Director, Design Infrastructure Marketing Division. "We welcome
Anaglobe’s participation in these initiatives and provide their
capabilities to help customers to minimize density variations and
simplify RF PCell development."

About AnaGlobe Technology, Inc.
AnaGlobe is an EDA company focusing on the field of innovation
automatic IC physical layout design software and upgrading an
efficient and time-saving work flow solution. AnaGlobe is privately
held and maintains with headquarters in Hsin-Chu, Taiwan. AnaGlobe
is a member of the OpenAccess Coalition and the OpenPDK Coalition
of Si2.

